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Abstract. Effective design and improvement of scaffolding in complex
and open-ended learning environments, requires the ability to assess the
effectiveness of a variety of scaffolding options, not only in terms of over-
all performance and learning, but also in terms of more subtle effects
on students’ behavior and understanding. In this paper, we present a
novel data mining technique that aids the analysis of scaffolding and
students’ learning behaviors by identifying activity patterns that distin-
guish groups of students (e.g., groups that received different scaffolding
and feedback during an extended, complex learning activities) by differ-
ences in both total behavior pattern usage and evolution of pattern usage
over time. We demonstrate the utility of this technique through applica-
tion to student activity data from a recent experiment with the Betty’s
Brain learning environment and four different scaffolding conditions.
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1 Introduction

In order to more effectively teach and promote skills required in the modern
world of near-ubiquitous computing and internet connectivity, computer-based
learning environments have become more complex and open-ended. This com-
plexity also drives a need for dynamic and adaptive scaffolding that can support
students in understanding how to employ and learn with these environments and
tools. However, in order to effectively design and improve such scaffolding, we
must first be able to assess the effectiveness of a variety of scaffolding options,
not only in terms of overall performance and learning, but also in terms of more
subtle effects on students’ behavior and understanding. In this paper, we present
a novel data mining technique that aids the analysis of how students’ learning
behaviors and strategies are employed with differing frequency over the course
of learning or problem-solving activities as the result of different scaffolds and
feedback that can be provided in a learning environment.

Identifying sequential patterns in learning activity data can be useful for dis-
covering and understanding student learning behaviors. Researchers have applied
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sequence mining techniques to a variety of educational data in order to better
understand learning. The primary sequential pattern mining task is to discover
sequential patterns of items that are found in many of the sequences in a given
dataset [1, 2]. For example, Perera et al. ([3]) use sequential pattern mining to
provide mirroring and feedback tools to support effective teamwork among stu-
dents collaborating on software development using an open source professional
development environment called TRAC. Other researchers have also employed
sequential pattern mining to identify differences among student groups or gen-
erate student models to customize learning to individual students [4–6].

Once these behavior patterns are mined, researchers must interpret and ana-
lyze the resulting patterns to identify a relevant subset of important patterns that
provide a basis for generating actionable insights about how students learn, solve
problems, and interact with the environment. Researchers have developed a vari-
ety of measures to utilize properties other than the default of pattern frequency
to rank mined patterns [7]. These measures are often referred to as “interesting-
ness measures” and have been applied data mining tasks like sequence mining
and association rule mining [8]. To better analyze student learning and behav-
ior, interestingness measures have been used for tasks such as ranking mined
association rules (e.g., [9]).

Investigation of the frequency with which a pattern occurs over time can
reveal additional information for pattern interpretation and may help identify
more important patterns, which occur only at certain times or become more/less
frequent, rather than patterns with frequent, but uniform, occurrence over time.
In this paper, we present a novel approach, combining sequence mining and
an information-theoretic measure for ranking behavior patterns that distinguish
groups of sequences (e.g., groups of students in different experimental conditions)
by differences in both total pattern usage and the evolution of pattern usage
over time. To effectively analyze these patterns and quickly identify trends in
the evolution of pattern usage, we employ a related visualization in the form of
heat maps.

2 Identifying Interesting Differences in Pattern Usage

In this section, we present the Differential Temporal Interestingness of Patterns
in Sequences (D-TIPS) technique, and its novel interestingness measure, for iden-
tifying and visualizing patterns that are employed differentially over time among
groups of students (e.g., groups that receive different scaffolding in an open-ended
learning environment). The first step in analyzing learning activity sequences is
to define and extract the actions that make up those sequences from interaction
traces logged by the environment. The definition of actions in these sequences
for Betty’s Brain data is discussed further in Section 3. Given a set of sequences
corresponding to the series of actions performed by each student, the D-TIPS
technique consists of four primary steps:

1. Generate candidate patterns that are common to the majority of students in
at least one group by combining the sets of patterns identified through ap-
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plying sequential pattern mining separately to each group’s learning activity
sequences (with a frequency threshold of 50%).

2. Calculate a temporal footprint for each candidate pattern by mapping it
back to locations where it occurs in the activity sequences. Specifically, each
sequence is divided into n consecutive slices, such that each contains 100

n
%

of the student’s actions in the full sequence, where n is the chosen number
of bins defining the temporal granularity of the comparisons. Corresponding
slices for a group (e.g., the first slice from each sequence in the group, the
second slice from each, and so on) are then grouped into bins and each action
in the slices is marked to indicate whether or not it is the beginning of a
pattern match in its original sequence. This set of binned and marked actions
defines the temporal footprint of the pattern for the group.

3. Provide a ranking of the candidate patterns using an information-theoretic
interestingness measure (described in more detail below) applied to the tem-
poral footprint of each pattern.

4. For the highly-ranked patterns, visualize their temporal footprints using heat
maps to identify differences in usage trends and spikes across student groups.
Specifically, we employ a two-dimensional heat map where the y-axis is stu-
dent group and the x-axis is time discretized by temporal bin. In a single
row (i.e., for a specific student group), each cell’s count is the percentage
of total pattern occurrence (with respect to the student group) within the
corresponding temporal bin. The use of percentages of pattern occurrence al-
lows analysis of temporal variation normalized by the total frequency of the
pattern in the group, which will tend to highlight different temporal trends
in pattern usage across groups, even when total pattern occurrence differs
significantly among groups.

In order to identify more interesting patterns by their difference in tempo-
ral usage across groups in step 3, the D-TIPS interestingness measure applies
information gain (IG) with respect to pattern occurrence across the groups in
each of the n corresponding bins of their temporal footprints. Information gain
is defined as the difference in expected information entropy [10] between one
state and another state where some additional information is known (e.g., the
difference between a set of data points considered as a homogeneous group ver-
sus one split into multiple groups based on the value of some other feature or
attribute). Information entropy is the amount of expected uncertainty found in
a random variable, X, whose value can be called the class of the data point. IG
when used in classifiers, such as decision trees, is applied to a dataset where each
data point has multiple features in addition to its class. The IG of a given feature
is then the reduction in expected uncertainty about the correct class of a data
point when its feature value is known, or conversely the increase in information
about the class of the data point. IG is calculated as the difference between the
information entropy of the data without knowledge of the feature values and the
conditional information entropy when the feature values are known.

Information gain is leveraged in classifiers to determine which features are
most discriminatory because they provide the least amount of uncertainty among
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classes in the data. D-TIPS applies information gain to determine which patterns
are the most interesting because knowledge of their occurrence and temporal
location provides the least amount of uncertainty among the student groups.
In D-TIPS, each action/data-point’s class is its group, and the feature of each
data point, for a given pattern, is the combination of whether the action begins
an occurrence of the pattern and the number of the bin in which the action
occurred. This information-theoretic definition of the D-TIPS measure provides
two important properties: 1) given two patterns with the same total occurrences
for corresponding groups, the pattern with the greater discrimination of groups
by differences in temporal location/bin among groups will have a higher rank, and
2) given two patterns with the same relative temporal behaviors (i.e., the same
proportion of total pattern occurrence in each bin) for corresponding groups,
the pattern with the greater discrimination of groups by differences in total
occurrence among groups will have a higher rank.

Therefore, the D-TIPS measure provides a way of recognizing differences
among groups both by total pattern occurrence and by temporal behavior (e.g.,
decreasing usage versus increasing usage, or spikes in different bins). Further,
when the same differences across groups occur for two patterns, the pattern
with higher overall frequency will have the higher rank. Thus, D-TIPS tends to
emphasize patterns with large relative differences among groups (by total occur-
rence and/or temporal behavior) even when they are not especially frequent in
the overall dataset, while also emphasizing patterns with more moderate differ-
ences among groups when the frequency of the pattern in the overall dataset is
high. Conversely, D-TIPS tends to deemphasize patterns that are homogeneous
across groups (by both relative occurrence and temporal behavior) or that are
especially rare in all groups.

3 Betty’s Brain Data

The data we employ in the analysis in Section 4 consists of student interaction
trace from the Betty’s Brain [11] learning environment. In Betty’s Brain, stu-
dents read about a science process and teach a virtual agent about it by building
a causal map. They are supported in this process by a mentor agent, who pro-
vides feedback and support for their learning activities. The data analyzed here
was obtained in a recent study with 68 7th-grade students taught by the same
teacher in a middle Tennessee school. At the beginning of the study, students
were introduced to the science topic (global climate change) during regular class-
room instruction, provided an overview of causal relations and concept maps,
and given hands-on training with the system. For the next four 60-minute class
periods, students taught their agent about climate change and received feedback
on content and learning strategies from the mentor agent.

The study tested the effectiveness of two support modules designed to scaf-
fold students’ understanding of cognitive and metacognitive processes important
for success in Betty’s Brain (details provided in [12]). The knowledge construc-
tion (KC) support module scaffolded students’ understanding and suggested
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strategies on how to construct knowledge by identifying causal relations in the
resources, and the monitoring (Mon) support module scaffolded students under-
standing and suggested strategies on how to monitor Betty’s progress by using
the quiz results to identify correct and incorrect causal links on Betty’s map.
Participants were divided into a control and three treatment groups. The knowl-
edge construction (KC) group used a version of Betty’s Brain that included the
KC support module and a causal link tutorial that they could access at any
time and were prompted to enter when the mentor determined they were having
difficulty identifying causal links in the resources. The monitoring (Mon) group
used a version of Betty’s Brain that included the Mon support module and a
tutorial about employing link annotations to keep track of links shown to be
correct by quizzes. The full (Full) group used a version of Betty’s Brain that
included both support modules and tutorials. Finally, the control (Con) group
used a version that included neither the tutorials nor the support modules.

In Betty’s Brain, the students’ learning and teaching tasks were organized
around seven activities: (1) reading resource pages to gain information, (2)
adding or removing causal links in the map to organize and teach causal in-
formation to Betty, (3) querying Betty to determine her understanding of the
domain based on the causal map, (4) having Betty take quizzes that are gen-
erated and graded by the mentor to assess her current understanding and the
correctness of links in the map, (5) asking Betty for explanations of which links
she used to answer questions on the quiz or queries, (6) taking notes for later
reference, and (7) annotating links to keep track of their correctness determined
by quizzes and reading. Actions were further distinguished by context details,
which for this analysis were the correctness of a link being edited and whether
an action involved the same subtopic of the domain as at least one of the pre-
vious two actions. The definition of actions in Betty’s Brain learning activity
sequences are discussed further in [13].

4 Results

To illustrate and characterize the performance of the D-TIPS technique on edu-
cational data, we present selected results from its application to student learning
activity data in the Betty’s Brain classroom study described in Section 3. The
D-TIPS analysis identified 560 activity patterns that occurred in at least half
of the students in one or more of the four experimental conditions. Given the
limited number of students in each condition, we chose to bin pattern occurrence
values into fifths of the activity sequences for a broad analysis of their usage evo-
lution over time. Table 1 presents 3 of the top 30 most differentially-interesting
patterns identified by D-TIPS across the four scaffolding conditions. For com-
parison, the average occurrences per student and ranking by that value is also
presented. Over half (18) of the 30 analyzed D-TIPS patterns had a rank past
50th by occurrence, with 13 of them ranking beyond 100th, indicating that they
would be unlikely to have been considered without D-TIPS.
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Table 1. Selected Patterns with D-TIPS and Occurrence Rankings

Pattern D-TIPS Rank Occurrence Rank Avg Occurrence

[Quiz] 3 2 21.8

[Read] → [Note] 18 100 1.7

[Read] → [Read] → [Remove Link−] 29 137 1.4

Fig. 1. [Quiz]

The first pattern in Table 1 illustrates a single action pattern that was ranked
very high by both D-TIPS and overall occurrence. While individual student ac-
tions are often less interesting than longer patterns, they are still important to
consider, especially when they also illustrate a tendency to be employed differ-
entially across groups and over time. Figure 1 shows that all groups tended to
use quizzes more frequently later in their work on the system. Since students’
causal maps grew over time, monitoring and correction of the maps were more
important later in their learning activities. There were some differences in usage
trends over time among the different conditions, such as the steeper increasing
trend for the KC and Full groups than the Monitoring group and the earlier
peak in usage for the Full and Control groups. However, the overall occurrence
by conditions differed markedly, with the Control group performing far more
quiz actions than the others, and the Monitoring group performing more quiz
actions than the KC and Full groups. While the Monitoring group’s use of the
quiz was expected to be high due to the focused monitoring support that relied
heavily on the quiz, it is surprising that the Control group had the highest quiz
usage. This might indicate that without either KC or monitoring support, the
Control group struggled more and fell back on guessing and checking (with the
quiz) strategies.

Figure 2 illustrates a knowledge construction behavior of reading and taking
notes that was ranked highly by D-TIPS. Another difference among the groups,
which added to the interestingness of this pattern under the D-TIPS analysis,
is that the Control group tended to perform reading followed by note-taking
primarily in the last fifth of their activities, as opposed to the first two fifths for
the other groups. However, further analysis of the data attributed this primarily
to only two of the Control group students, although the reason for this aberration
is still unclear.
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Fig. 2. [Read] → [Note]

Fig. 3. [Read] → [Read] → [Remove Link−]

The pattern illustrated in Figure 3 involves a sequence of (two) reading ac-
tions followed by removing an incorrect link. While there was no consistent
temporal trend in the usage of this pattern, the Monitoring and Control groups
exhibited this pattern less than once per student, while the KC group averaged
2.4 times per student. Although ranked lower by D-TIPS at 45th, the sub-pattern
of a single read action followed by removing an incorrect link illustrates the same
differences. This suggests that students with the KC feedback, relied more heav-
ily on reading to identify incorrect links than either the Control and Monitoring
groups, possibly because the Control group struggled more in general and the
support in the Monitoring group focused students more on the use of quizzes to
identify incorrect links.

5 Conclusion

While identification of high-frequency patterns is undoubtedly useful, finding
patterns that have differing usage over time across a set of student groups is also
important for analyzing the effects of scaffolding. In this paper, we presented
the D-TIPS technique, which identifies patterns that differ in their usage among
student groups by either total (group) occurrence or temporal behavior, even
when they are not especially frequent in the overall dataset. Results from the
use of this technique to mine Betty’s Brain data illustrated the potential benefits
and helped characterize differences between D-TIPS and a baseline occurrence
ranking. D-TIPS identified patterns that illustrated potentially important dif-
ferences in learning behavior among different scaffolding conditions that would
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have probably been overlooked by considering only pattern frequency. Future
work will include autonomous identification of an effective number of bins for
splitting a given set of activity sequences, as well as methods to individually
characterize student groups by the patterns identified in D-TIPS.
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